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Introduction 
 
 

One of the first things I learned 
about endings was that a rook and a 
bishop are stronger than a bishop 
and a knight, if the position is open 
and there are pawns on both wings. 
Like many other players of my 
generation, I lived under the strong 
impression of the fourth game of 
the 1971 Fischer-Taimanov 
Candidates' match, a true technical 
gem of the future World Champion, 
as well as under his well known 
addiction to bishops in general. 
 However, I did not quite 
understand why apparently similar 
endings of this kind are sometimes 
winning for the side with a bishop 
and sometimes only slightly better 
or just drawn. Was it because some 
players did not have sufficient 
technical skills or was it a matter of 
pure chance? 
 I decided making a comparative 
study of a number of positions from 
top grand master practice allowing 
me discovering some small nuances 
that can influence the evaluation in 
a way or another. You will find the 
results of my research below. 
 Since I have extensively annotated 
the aforementioned game in the 
book Lean from the legends, I have 
included it in the end of the article 
with only some brief remarks, 
highlighting the similarities and, 
more important, the differences 

compared with the other examples. 
 The essential common element in 
my game selection is the open 
character of the centre and the 
symmetrical structure (none of the 
players has a passed pawn or a 
pawn majority). Of course, the 
subject regarding the fight of a 
bishop against a knight in the 
presence of rooks is much wider, 
but space limitations require a 
separate examination of certain 
typical cases. 
 After Fischer's premature retreat 
from active chess life, I became a 
fan of the next great player who 
started fighting against the Soviet 
chess machine, from which he 
willingly excluded himself in 1976. 
I refer to Viktor Lvovich 
Kortschnoj, of course. 
 Given the difference of style 
between the two great players, I 
must confess that this manifested 
itself in a change of my general 
view over chess. For instance, the 
following ending from the second 
game of the dramatic Baguio match 
strongly intrigued me. 
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Karpov - Kortschnoj 
World championship  match Baguio City 1978 

 

1222222223 
Çt+ + +l+5 
Æ+ + + Oo5 
ÅoB + O +5 
Ä+o+ M + 5 
Ã + + + +5 
Â+p+ + +p5 
Áp+ + Pp+5 
À+ +r+ K 5 
7ÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏ9 

 According to my previous 
knowledge, White should be clearly 
better. However, Kortschnoj 
managed to draw in just a few 
moves, which was quite satisfactory 
for me as his fan, but rather 
confusing as a learning young 
player. 
 When looking again at the 
position with mature eyes, I 
suddenly understood which is the 
main key to the evaluation of these 
positions. It is all about activity and 
centralization. White's theoretical 
advantage is based on the fact that 
in open positions bishops tend to 
display higher activity than knights. 
However, the activity of rooks and 
kings is equally important, as is the 
placement of pawns. 
 Let us see how these abstract 
aspects work here, making Black's 
position completely safe. 
 Black played: 
26...¦c8 
 Activating the rook and 

threatening ...¦c2, with attack 
against White's queenside pawns. 
White also disposes over an open 
file, but for the time being there is 
nothing to attack. We can see here 
how useful it is for Black that his 
pawns had previously evacuated the 
seventh rank the same as the 
unfavourable placement of the 
bishop, which prevents the attack 
against the a6-pawn with ¦d6. 
 At the same time, the c-file is 
more important than the d-file, 
because after the predictable king's 
advance to e6 most essential 
squares along the latter will be 
safely covered. 
27.¦d2 
 In this type of ending it is always 
important to understand the 
influence of the rooks' exchange 
over the general evaluation. Here, it 
might look as if 27.¦d8+ ¦xd8 
28.¥xd8 would solve the combined 
problem of the enemy rook's 
activity and the bishop's 
unfavourable placement. 
1222222223 
Ç + B +l+5 
Æ+ + + Oo5 
Åo+ + O +5 
Ä+o+ M + 5 
Ã + + + +5 
Â+p+ + +p5 
Áp+ + Pp+5 
À+ + + K 5 
7ÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏ9 


